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Abstract

Nyberg and Ruppel first proposed a signature scheme
with message recovery based on DSA in 1993, and the au-
thenticated encryption scheme is a special application of
their scheme. Afterward, there are many papers proposed
about the authenticated encryption schemes. The signa-
ture scheme can reduce the transmitted cost, because the
message has been contained in the signature of the mes-
sage and the signer does not necessary to send the receiver
the message and the signature. The scheme is very suit-
able for the key agreement application, because a key is
a small amount of a message. In order to comprehend
and interpret the authenticated encryption schemes over-
all, we discuss the evolution and the existed problems of
authenticated encryption schemes.

Keywords: Authenticated encryption scheme, cryptogra-
phy, factoring and discrete logarithm, message recovery,
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1 Introduction

Two signature schemes have received widespread atten-
tion which are RSA signature [20] and Digital Signa-
ture Algorithm (DSA for short) [19]. In RSA signa-
ture scheme, the verifier can use two modes to verify the
signer’s signature. One of the mode is the text hashing
method and the other is message recovery method. If the
signer uses the text hashing method and transmits the
signature of a message and a hash message to the verifier,
the verifier can hash the received message and compares
with the hash value received from the signer. Then, the
verifier can ensure the correctness of the signature and the
integrity of the message. If the signer uses the message
recovery method, he/she should agree with the receiver
on the message format in advance. Then, the verifier can
also verify the correctness of the signature. DSA only

provides the text hashing method to verify the signature
of a message.

Nyberg and Ruppel first proposed a signature scheme
with message recovery based on DSA in 1993 [17], and the
authenticated encryption scheme is a special application
of their scheme. Afterward, there are many papers pro-
posed about the authenticated encryption schemes. The
signature scheme can reduce the transmitted cost, be-
cause the message has been contained in the signature
of the message and the signer does not necessary to send
the receiver the message and the signature. The scheme is
very suitable for the key agreement application, because
a key is a small amount of a message. In order to compre-
hend and interpret the authenticated encryption schemes
overall, we discuss the evolution and the exited problems
of authenticated encryption schemes.

1.1 Briefly Review

In 1993, Nyberg and Rueppel [17] proposed a signature
with message recover based on the discrete logarithm
problem. In this scheme, there are some advantages which
the application without a hash function is possible to
be achieved, such as smaller bandwidth for signatures
of small messages , and direct use in other schemes like
identity-based public key systems or key agreement pro-
tocols. In 1994, Horster, Michels, and Petersen [5] (HMPs
for short) proposed an authenticated encryption scheme
based on message recover method which is the modifi-
cation of Nyberg-Rupple’s scheme [17]. In their scheme,
a sender does not to have to transmit a message to the
receiver. Then, the receiver not only could verify the mes-
sage authentication and the message integrity, but he/she
could also get the original message from the information
that he/she has received. Although HMPs provided the
confidentiality, this scheme was not secure in use because
it suffers from “known ciphertext-plaintext attack”. Lee
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and Chang proposed an improved scheme in 1995 [10].
Then, Wu and Hsu [25] pointed out Lee and Chang’s
scheme [10] was not perfect when a dispute occurred, and
they proposed a scheme to make up for the disadvantage
in 2002. In 2003, Ma and Chen [13] proposed a new ap-
plication in AES. Their scheme could provide the third
party to verify the signature without knowing plaintext,
except the sender and the receiver.

All of above basic authenticated encryption schemes
are based on discrete logarithm. There is some researches
of the authenticated encryption schemes which is based
on elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP).
Miller [15] and Kobitz [9] introduced the elliptic curve
into cryptosystem in mid-1980s. Elliptic curve cryptosys-
tem provides greater efficiency than both integer factor-
ization systems and discrete logarithm systems, including
key sizes and bandwidth for schemes of relative security
[2, 14]. In the researches of the authenticated encryption
scheme, Tzeng et al. proposed an authenticated encryp-
tion scheme based on ECDLP [22].

Although the basic authenticated encryption schemes
can reduce transmitted cost efficiently, there still existed
a common disadvantages for above schemes. When the
transmitted message is so long that the message must be
divided into many message blocks. Then, the signer must
sign and encrypt each message block, and sends them to a
receiver. That will result in the burst of the computation
cost and transmission cost. Therefore, Hwang et al. [8]
proposed an authenticated encryption scheme with mes-
sage linkage to solve the leak. In 1997, Lee and Chang
[11] pointed out that Hwang et al.’s scheme exited a dis-
advantage that the message block should be transmitted
one by one in order. Therefore, they proposed an im-
provement to solve the drawback. In 2003, Tseng et al.
thought that Lee and Chang’s scheme was not applicable
for message flows. They proposed an authenticated en-
cryption scheme with message linkage for message flows
[21]. Although Tseng et al.’s scheme can reduce the com-
munication cost and computation cost, the security of the
scheme has been broken. Their scheme was pointed out
that does not achieve integrity, authentication and non-
repudiation by Chen [3] and Zhang et al. [26].

In 1998, Hsu and Wu [?] thought that only one signer
and one verifier can use the most existing authenticated
encryption schemes. Therefore, they proposed a (t, n)
threshold signature with authenticated encryption scheme
to extend the capability of verification which is addressed
to one signer and a group of verifiers. In 2000, Wang et
al. [?] extended the Hsu and Wu’s scheme to propose
a (t, n) threshold authenticated encryption scheme which
is addressed to a group of signers and a group of veri-
fiers, and claimed their scheme can prevent the message
revealing to an outsiders. Although Wang et al.’s scheme
provided great concept, Hsu et al. [?] pointed out that
their scheme is not secure that an attacker can solely val-
idate the group signature and recover the message from
the group signature without the assistance of other veri-
fiers in the verifying group.

1.2 Requirements

According to the above description of the development of
the authenticated encryption schemes, we can infer that
an authenticated encryption scheme corresponds with the
following properties:

(1)Confidentiality: it must ensure that the secret in-
formation can only be obtained, by the sender and
the receiver, but not anyone else.

(2)Authentication: it must ensure the sender and the
receivers’ identities, and avoid the adversary to send
a malicious message. The other hand, the scheme
only allows a designate receiver to verify the signa-
ture for giving message.

(3)Non-repudiation: it must confirm the sender’s iden-
tity, and the sender could not repudiate his signature
and message.

(4)Message recovery: When the recipient received the
signed and encrypted message, he/she can verify and
decrypt the message simultaneously.

All of the above are the basic requirements of the au-
thenticated encryption scheme (AES for short). If the
proposed scheme satisfies those characteristics, it will be
called an authenticated encryption scheme. There is an
additional requirement which was proposed by Wu and
Hsu [25] in 2002.

(5) Convertibility: When a dispute occurred between
the sender and the receiver, the kind of authenticated
encryption schemes should provide a mechanism to
convert the signature to a original signature that can
be verified by the other third party.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we briefly review the related article about au-
thenticated encryption schemes that include schemes that
consider the general length message (basic type), schemes
that consider the linkages of a huge message, or message
linkage with message flows, and the schemes based on el-
liptic curve discrete logarithm. In Section 3, we analyze
all the mentioned schemes in Section 2 for the require-
ments, performance and the security. In Section 4, we
indicate some research topics in the future about the au-
thenticated encryption schemes. Finally, we make a con-
clusion for this article.

2 Related Works

In this article about authenticated encryption scheme, it
is a special application of message recovery scheme pro-
posed by Nyberg and Rueppel [17, 18]. There are many
papers about the application with message recovery pro-
posed in the past, and we can classify those papers by
based on different of difficulties.

In illustration 1 is showed the classification of authen-
ticated encryption schemes and then we briefly explain
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it. In message recovery scheme, there two major appli-
cations which are authenticated encryption schemes and
key distribution schemes.

In the authenticated encryption schemes, we divide
those schemes into four classifications: (1) factoring dif-
ficulty, (2) discrete logarithm difficulty, (3) elliptic curve,
(4) factoring and discrete logarithm difficulties. In the
classification of each authenticated encryption scheme
based on different difficulties, there are two subclasses
that are classified by the transmitted message length, and
one is general message length and the other is linkage mes-
sage.

Authentication

Encryption Scheme

Factoring Discrete

Logarithm

Elliptic

Curve

Factoring and Discrete

Logarithm

Linkage

message

Small

message

Message Recovery

Scheme

Key Agreement

Scheme

Figure 1: The classification of authenticated encryption
scheme

Actually, there are the other extended applications
of authenticated encryption schemes that are AES with
message linkages and threshold authenticated encryption
scheme.

2.1 Authenticated Encryption Schemes

I. Nyberg and Rueppel’s signature scheme with mes-
sage recovery

A new type of digital signature scheme providing
message recovery was proposed by Nyberg and Ruep-
pel [17, 18]. They proposed two applications of mes-
sage recovery. One is that they combine ElGamal en-
cryption and the message recovery which was called
authenticated encryption scheme. The other is that
they securely integrated the DSA into Diffie-Hellman
key exchange. Before introduce the two applications,
we should pre-define the notations which will be used.

Assume that A is the sender, and B is the receiver.
Let p be a large prime such that p − 1 has a large
prime factor with order q in the Galosis field GF (p).

Each participant has his own secret key xi in GF (p),
and a corresponding public key yi = gxi mod p, where
g is a generator of GF (p). Then, the two applications
are described as the follows.

A. Signing and Encrypting

It could be called authenticated encryption scheme.
Let M be a message. The details of the scheme is the
follows, and it can be divided into two phases: signed
and encrypted phase, and recovered and verified
phase. If Alice wants to send Bob the encryption and
signature of the giving message, she can randomly
select two values t, k and then calculates r, s with
r = Mg−k mod p, and s = k−xAr)mod q. Then, she
computes (C1, C2, C3) by computing C1 = gt mod p,
C2 = Mg−kyt

B mod p, and C3 = s. Finally, she sends
Bob (C1, C2, C3) which is the signed of encryption
of the message. As Bob received the signature of en-
cryption of the message M, (C1, C2, C3), he will verify
and recover message as the follows. First, he com-
putes r = CxB

1 C2 mod p, and then recovers message
and verifies with Alic’s public key as M = gsyr

Ar.
(Figure 2)

B. Securely Integrate the DSA to Key
Distribution

The other application of the message recovery is key
distribution protocol. If users Alice and Bob want
to built a session key gtmodp, they can perform the
procedures as the follows. Alice first randomly se-
lects two values t, k, and calculates signature r′, s by
computing r = yt

Bg−k mod p, r′ = r mod q as in the
DSA, and s = k−1(1 + xAr′)mod q. Finally, she
sends Bob the results (r′, s). When Bob received
r, s, he can with his secret key xA, and Alice’s pub-
lic key to generate a session key in this session. He
should do the procedures as the follows. Bob first
computes gk = gs−1

ys−1

A r′ mod p, and then computes
yt

B = rgk mod p. Finally, he computes their session

key with the equation (yt
B)x−1

B . The procedures are
as Figure 3.

II. Authenticated encryption schemes based on discrete
logarithm

According to the concept of Nyberg and Rueppel’s
message recovery scheme [17, 18], there are many
related papers have been proposed in the recently
years. Thereinafter, we will review some of well-
known authenticated encryption schemes based on
the difficultly of discrete logarithm. Some of system
parameters should be pre-defined before introducing
those schemes.

Let p be a large prime such that p − 1 has a large
prime factor with order q in the Galosis field GF (p).
Each participant has his own secret key xi in GF (p),
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Alice Bob

(1) Randomly select two values t, k.

(2) Calculate r, s.

r = Mg−k mod p.

s = k − xAr mod q.

(3) Compute (C1, C2, C3).

C1 = gt mod p.

C2 = Mg−kyt
B mod p.

C3 = s.
(4) (C1, C2, C3)

-

(5) Compute r:

r = CxB

1 C2 mod p.

(6) Recover and verify message M :

M = gsyr
Ar

Figure 2: Nyberg and Rueppel’s Signing and Encrypting Scheme

and a corresponding public key yi = gxi mod p, where
g is a generator of GF (p). H(.) denotes a one way
hash function.

a. Horster et al.’s AES with low communication
costs The authors [5] claimed that their scheme
has low communication costs than the basic au-
thenticated encryption scheme [18]. The scheme
is divided into two phases, generation of signa-
ture and encryption phase, and recovery mes-
sage and verification phase. If Alice wants
to sign and encrypt message M , she can per-
form the procedures. First, she randomly se-
lects a value k, and computes c, r, s by com-
puting c = MH(yk

B)−1 mod p, r = c mod q, and
s = k − xAr mod q. Next, she transmits c, s to
Bob. As Bob receives the signed of encryption
of giving message, he should do as the follows to
decrypt and verify the message. First, he com-
putes r = c mod q, and then recover and verify
the message M with M = H(ys

ByrxB

A )c mod p.
The algorithm is shown Figure 4.

b. Wu and Hsu’s convertible AES In 1999, Araki
et al. proposed a convertible limited verified
signature scheme which can be recognized as a

new type of authenticated encryption scheme
[1]. In their scheme, if any third party wants
to recover the message and then verifies the sig-
nature, the receiver should require a parameter
obtained from the sender to convert the signa-
ture to original signature. However, Wu and
Hsu thought that the sender may not be willing
to cooperate [25], and they proposed the other
solution. And the other hands, they considered
a situation that when the sender and the re-
ceiver dispute about the message, it should be
judged by a just third party.

The proposed scheme can be divided into three
phases, signing and encrypting, recovering
and verifying, and judging phases. In the
scheme, it contains signing and encrypting,
and recovering and verifying phases. As
the signer repudiates the signature, the re-
cipient can reveal the converted signature
(r2, s), and the message M. Anyone signa-
ture can verify its validity with equation
r2 = H(M, (gsyr2

A )mod p)mod p. In generation
of signature and encryption phase, Alice first
selects a random value k, and computesr1, r2, s
by calculating r1 = MH(yk

B mod p)−1 mod p,
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Alice Bob

(1) Randomly select two values t, k.

(2) Calculate r′, s.

r = yt
Bg−k mod p

r′ = r mod q

s = k−1(1 + xAr′)mod q

(3) (r′, s)
-

(4) gk = gs−1

ys−1

A r′ mod p

(5) yt
B = rgk mod p

(6) Session key: (yt
B)x

−1

B

Figure 3: Nyberg and Rueppel’s Securely Integrate the DSA to Key Distribution

r2 = H(M, H(gk mod p))mod q, and
s = k − xAr2 mod q. Then, she trans-
mits r1, r2, s to Bob. As Bob receiv-
ing, he can recover message M with
M = r1H((gsyr2

A )xB )mod p, and verify the sig-
nature with r2

?
= H(M, H(gsyr2

A mod p)mod q.
The procedures can be showed as 5.

III. Authenticated encryption schemes based on elliptic
curve cryptosystem

In 2004, Tzeng and Hwang [22] introduced a new dig-
ital signature scheme with message recovery based on
ECC. They utilized the characteristic of ECC to pro-
pose their scheme and in addition to ECC, they also
use self-certified public key which first be proposed by
Girault in 1991. In this paper, it includes two parts
which one is digital signature scheme with message
recovery, and the other is authenticated encryption
scheme and it’s variants.

Digital signature scheme with message
recovery

The proposed scheme can be divided into three
phases: the system initialize phase, the signature
generation phase, and the message recovery phase.
System initialized phase:
There is a trusted system authority (SA) is respon-
sible for creating the system parameters. SA first
selects an elliptic curve E defined over Zp where p is
a prime. Let G ∈ E(Zp) be a base point of order n
which is a prime. SA makes E, p, n, and G public.

SA calculates b = aG, where a ∈ [1, n−1] is a random
number, and is secret. A user i require to join the
system, and he should first choose a random number
ci ∈ [1, n− 1]. Then he computes di = ciG, and send
SA (di, IDi), where IDi is user i’s identity. After re-
ceiving (di, IDi), SA selects a random number ki and
computes user i’s public key yi = kiG + di, and finds
si with si = ki + ((yi)x + IDi)a modn, where (.)x

denotes the x-coordinate of the point (.) on E. SA
replies (yi, IDi, si) to user i, and user i can calculate
his private key xi = si+ci and verify the correspond-
ing public key yi with xiG = yi + ((yi)x + IDi)b.
Signature generation phase: Alice wants to sign a
message M , and she should perform the signature
procedures as the follows.

Step 1. Choose a random number k ∈ [1, n− 1].

Step 2. Compute the signature (r, s) of the message
M with r = M + (kG)x modn, and s = k −
H(r)xA.

Message recovery phase: After receiving (r, s), Bob
can recover and verify the message M with M =
r − (sG + H(r)(yA + ((yA)x + IDA)b))x modn.

Authenticated encryption scheme

The proposed scheme is extended from above digital
signature scheme with message recovery. It allows a
designated receiver to decrypt and verify the giving
message. The system initialization phase is the same
as the above scheme. The remainder of two phases
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Alice Bob

(1) Randomly select a value k.

(2) Compute c, r, s:

c = MH(yk
B)−1 mod p

r = c mod q

s = k − xAr mod q
(3) (c, s)

-

(4) r = c mod q

(5) M = H(ys
ByrxB

A )c mod p

Figure 4: Horster et al.’s authenticated encryption scheme

are is described as the follows.
Signature generation phase: If Alice wants to sign a
message M and sends it to Bob, she can perform the
following procedures.

Step 1. Select a random integer k ∈ [1, n − 1].

Step 2. Compute the signature of the message M ,
r and s.
r = M + (kG)x modn, s = k − H(r)xA modn

Step 3. Send (r, s) to Bob.

Message recovery and verification phase: After re-
ceiving (r, s), Bob can verify and recover the mes-
sage with M = r − (sG + H(r)(yA + ((yA)x +
IDA)b))x modn.

Authenticated encryption scheme with
message linkages

The authors considered that when a message is huge
and has to be divided into a sequence of message
blocks. They also proposed an solution to achieve the
requirements of the huge message. In the scheme, it
is claimed that if the message blocks have been re-
ordered, modified, deleted or replicated, the receiver
can detect them. The detailed procedures is as the
follows.
Signature generation phase: If Alice wants to gen-
erate a signature for the message M , she should
first divides the message M into m1, · · · , mn, where
mi ∈ E(Zp) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. The steps are as the
follows.

Step 1. Setup a initial value r0 = 0, and select a
random integer k ∈ [1, n − 1].

Step 2. Compute the signatures of each message
block with

ri = Mi + H(ri−1

⊕
(k(yB + ((yB)x +

IDB)b))x)modn,
r = H(r1 ‖ r2 ‖ · · · ‖ rn), and
s = k − rxA modn.

Step 3. Send (r, s, r1, r2, · · · , rn) to Bob.

Message recovery phase: As Bob receives
(r, s, r1, r2, · · · , rn) from Alice, he first computes
r′ = H(r1 ‖ r2 ‖ · · · ‖ rn) and then confirms that
r′ = r is true. Finally, he recovers the message block
mi by computing mi = ri −H(ri−1

⊕
((sG + r(yA +

((yA)x + IDA)b))xB)x)modn.

Authenticated encryption scheme with message
linkages for message flows

The scheme allows the verifier to retrieval individual
blocks and use them before all the signature blocks
are obtained. The signature generation phase and
message recovery phase are described as follows.
Signature generation phase: When Alice wants
to generate a signature for the message M , she
should set the message components as the sequence
m1, · · · , mn. Let t blocks form a segment. That
is, a segment contains t sequential message blocks
{mi1, mi2, · · · , mit} ⊂ {m1, m2, · · · , mn}. Then Al-
ice creates dn/te signature for all segments.

Step 1. Setup two initial values r0 = 0, ri0 = ri−1

and select a random integer ki ∈ [1, n − 1].

Step 2. Compute the signatures of each message
block with
rij = Mij + H(ri(j−1)

⊕
(ki(yB + ((yB)x +

IDB)b))x)modn,
ri = H(ri1 ‖ ri2 ‖ · · · ‖ rit), and
si = ki − rixA modn.

Step 3. Send (ri, si, ri1, ri2, · · · , rit) to Bob.
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Alice Bob

(1) Randomly select a value k.

(2) Compute r1, r2, s

r1 = MH(yk
B mod p)−1 mod p

r2 = H(M, H(gk mod p))mod q

s = k − xAr2 mod q

(3) r1, r2, s
-

(4) M = r1H((gsyr2

A )xB )mod p

(5) r2
?
= H(M, H(gsyr2

A mod p)mod q

Figure 5: Wu and Hsu’s convertible authenticated encryption scheme

Message recovery phase: After receiving
(ri, si, ri1, ri2, · · · , rit), Bob can verify and re-
cover ith segment and then use it. The steps are
described as the follows. First, Bob should calculate
r
′

i = H(ri1 ‖ ri2 ‖ · · · ‖ rit), and then confirms that

r
′

i = ri is true. Finally, he obtains the segment
by computing Mij = rij − H(ri(j−1)

⊕
((ki(yB +

((yB)x + IDB)b))xB)x)modn.

2.2 The Extended Applications

I. Authenticated encryption schemes with message
linkages

a. Hwang et al.’s AES with message linkage

Although the proposed authenticated encryp-
tion scheme provided great guidelines for the
security and the authentication, Hwang et al.
thought that those scheme still existed a com-
mon disadvantage [8]. Usually, for the long
message must be divided into many message
blocks before transmitting. To avoiding a
eavesdropper replacing any message block with-
out being detected by the recipient, each mes-
sage block should contain the redundant bits
to link up message blocks, but the redundan-
cies increase communication cost. Hwang et
al. considered the problem, and they pro-
posed a solution for the authenticated encryp-
tion scheme. The scheme is still divided into
two phases, generation of signature and encryp-
tion phase, and recovery message and verifi-
cation phase. If Alice wants to sign and en-

crypt a huge message M with the scheme, she
should first divide long message M to t blocks
as M = m1, m2, · · · , mt. Next, she randomly se-
lects t values k1, k2, · · · , kt, and computes ßi, ri

by the equations ßi = yki

B mod p, and ri =
miH(ßi)

−1 mod p. Then, she signs each block
with si + ki+1 = ki − xAri)mod q. Finally,
she transmit the signature of all message blocks
(r1s1), (r2, s2), · · · , (rt, st) to Bob. As Bob re-
ceived those message, he can first computes

ßi = yki

B = y
k
−1

i

B ysi

B yrixB

A mod p. Then, he re-
covers and verifies mi with mi = riH(ßi)mod p.
Finally, if he complete all message blocks recov-
ery, he can combine all blocks to the ordinary
message M .

In this paper, the authors proposed another
authenticated encryption scheme for long mes-
sage. They removed the additional one-way
functions, and proposed the following algo-
rithm to correspond to the requirements of
Lee and Cheng’s scheme. The details are
as the follows. In this scheme, the equation
ri = miH(ßi)

−1 mod p is modified to ri =
mig

−ßi mod p, and then si is also modified to
si = ki − ki+1 − xAri mod q. After Bob re-
ceives (r1s1), (r2, s2), · · · , (rt, st), he can com-

putes ßi = yki

B = y
k
−1

i

B ysi

B yrixB

A mod p, and recov-
ers and verifies mi with mi = rig

ßi mod q mod p.
(Figure 7)

b. Tseng et al.’s AES with message linkages for
message flows
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Alice Bob

(1) M = m1, m2, · · · , mt

(2) Randomly select t values k1, k2, · · · , kt

(3) Compute ßi, ri

ßi = yki

B mod p

ri = miH(ßi)
−1 mod p

(4) si + ki+1 = ki − xAri)mod q

(5) (r1s1), (r2, s2), · · · , (rt, st)
-

(6) ßi = yki

B = y
k
−1

i

B ysi

B yrixB

A mod p

(7) mi with mi = riH(ßi)mod p

Figure 6: Hwang et al.’s AES with message linkage

In practical implement, there are many kinds
of message flow such as digitized audio, stock
quote, news, or whatever that all belong to “all-
or-nothing flow” [4, 16, 24]. Actually, there is
not “all-or-nothing” message flow. According
to the kind of message, a receiver can recover
individual blocks and use them before the en-
tire message blocks are received. In 2003, Tseng
et al. proposed a scheme [21] according to the
requirements of the type of the message flow.
They proposed two schemes, basic scheme and
generalized scheme and we just introduce the
basic scheme and the generalized scheme can
refer to [21]. In basic scheme, the scheme is
divided into three phases: the system initializa-
tion phase, the signature generation phase, and
message recovery phase. In the system initial-
ization phase, the parameters is defined same
as above which contains p, q, g, H(.), and each
user’s key pair (xi, yi). Then remainder phases
are described as the follows.
Generation of signature phase:

Step 1. The sender Alice divides long message
M to t blocks: M = m1, m2, · · · , mn.

Step 2. She setups r0 = 0 and chooses a ran-
som number k ∈ GF (q).

Step 3. Alice computes ri =
miH(ri−1

⊕
yk

B)mod q for i = 1, · · · , n,
where “

⊕
” denotes the exclusive operator.

Step 4. Alice computes s = k − rxA mod q,
where r = H(r1 ‖ r2 ‖ · · · ‖ rn ‖ n), and
the “‖” denotes the concatenation operator.

Step 5. Alice transmits n + 1 signature blocks
r, s, r1, · · · , rn to Bob.

Recovery message phase: After receiving those
blocks, Bob can recover with the following pro-
cedures.

Step 1. Compute r′ == H(r1 ‖ r2 ‖ · · · ‖ rn ‖
n), and check if r′ = r or not.

Step 2. Compute yk
B = ys

Byr
AB mod p, where

yAB = yxB

A mod p.

Step 3. Recover the message mi with mi =
riH(ri−1

⊕
yk

B)−1 mod p, for i = 1, · · · , n.

Generalized scheme

Generation of signature phase:

Step 1. The sender Alice divides long message
M to t blocks: M = m1, m2, · · · , mn.

Step 2. She setups r0 = 0 and chooses a ran-
som number k ∈ GF (q).

Step 3. Alice computes ri =
miH(ri−1

⊕
yk

B)mod q for i = 1, · · · , n,
where “

⊕
” denotes the exclusive operator.

Step 4. Alice computes s = k − rxA mod q,
where r = H(r1 ‖ r2 ‖ · · · ‖ rn ‖ n), and
the “‖” denotes the concatenation operator.

Step 5. Alice transmits n + 1 signature blocks
r, s, r1, · · · , rn to Bob.

Recovery message phase: After receiving those
blocks, Bob can recover with the following pro-
cedures.
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Alice Bob

(1) M = m1, m2, · · · , mt

(2) Randomly select t values k1, k2, · · · , kt

(3) Compute ßi, ri

ßi = yki

B mod p

ri = mig
−ßi mod p

(4) si = ki − ki+1 − xAri mod q

(5) (r1s1), (r2, s2), · · · , (rt, st)
-

(6) ßi = yki

B = y
k
−1

i

B ysi

B yrixB

A mod p

(7) mi = rig
ßi mod q mod p

Figure 7: Hwang et al.’s AES with message linkage without hash function’

Step 1. Compute r′ == H(r1 ‖ r2 ‖ · · · ‖ rn ‖
n), and check if r′ = r or not.

Step 2. Compute yk
B = ys

Byr
AB mod p, where

yAB = yxB

A mod p.

Step 3. Recover the message mi with mi =
riH(ri−1

⊕
yk

B)−1 mod p, for i = 1, · · · , n.

II. (t, n) threshold authenticated encryption schemes In
1998, Hsu and Wu integrated the design concepts of
the signature scheme with message recovery and the
(t, n) threshold scheme based on discrete logarithm.
They proposed the scheme to extend the capability
of verification which is addressed to one signer and a
group of verifiers. The scheme can be divided into
four phases: system initiation, registration, signa-
ture encryption, and message recovery phases. In the
system initiation phase, the system authority (SA)
will pre-define the system parameters and publishes
them. SA will selects two large prime numbers p, q
and g where q | p− 1 and g is a generator with order
q in GF (p). The registration, and signature encryp-
tion, and message recovery phases are described as
the following.
Registration phase: SA denotes a real signer and
G = {U1, U2, · · · , Un} denotes a group of n verifiers.
Each verifier has his own identity IDi which is cor-
responded with the verifier Ui.

Step 1. SA randomly selects a integer xa ∈ Z∗
q to

be the private key of the real signer Sa.

Step 2. SA calculates the real signer’s public key
with computing ya = gxa mod p.

Step 3. SA randomly selects a integer xG ∈ Z∗
q to

be the private key of the group G.

Step 4. SA also calculates the corresponded public
key with xG of the group G.

Step 5. SA generates a (t − 1)-degree polynomial
f(v) = xG + a1v + a2v

2 + a3v
3 + · · · +

at−1v
t−1 mod q.

Step 6. SA computes each verifier’s private key with
xi = f(IDi) and also computes his/her public
key with yi = gxi mod p.

Signature encryption phase: As the real signer Sa

wants to transmit a secret message m to G. He/she
can performs the following algorithm to protect the
content of m.

Step 1. Sa selects a random number k ∈ Z∗
q .

Step 2. She/he generates the signature (r, s).
r = mg−k mod p
s = k − xar mod p

Step 3. Then Sa selects a random number d ∈ Z∗
q .

Step 4. She/he generates the encryption c1, c2, c3 of
the message m.
c1 = mgd mod p
c2 = ry−d

G mod p
c3 = s

As the signer generates the signature and encryption
of the message m, she/he sends c1, c2, c3 the group
verifiers G. When G receives them, they can deter-
mine t verifiers to recover the message m from the
signature and encryption. Message recovery phase:
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W = {U1, U2, · · · , Ut} denotes a group of t verifiers
of G. Then they can perform the following procedures
to recovery the message and verify the signature of
m.

Step 1. Every Ui ∈ W computes
Ei = cxiLi mod p

1 mod p, where Li =
∏t

j=1,i6=j −IDj(IDi − IDj)
−1 mod q.

Step 2. They mutually cooperate to compute E =∏t

j=1 Ej mod p.

Step 3. And they recompute the signature (r′, s′) of
m with r′ = c2E mod p and s′ = c3.

Step 4. Finally, they recover the message with m =
gsyr

ar mod p.

In this section, we introduce the representative papers
of authenticated encryption scheme and the extended
schemes.

3 Discussion

In this section, we can estimate the mentioned scheme
which are introduced in Section 2. For the convenience,
we use abbreviation to represent every proposed scheme.
Horster et al.’s scheme is called “HMP DL” [5], and Wu
and Hus’s scheme [25] is called “WH DL” [25]. In 2004,
Tzeng and Hwang [22] proposed a signature scheme with
elliptic curve cryptosystem, “TH ECC” for short. In the
extended applications, Hwang et al.’s scheme [8] is called
“HCY ML”. In 2003, Tseng et al. proposed a scheme
[21] according to the requirements of the type of the mes-
sage flow, “TSE ML” for short. Finally, the Hsu and Wu
[6] proposed a (t, n) threshold authenticated encryption
scheme, “HW T” for short.

3.1 Requirement Estimation

In Horster et al.’s scheme, it cannot ensure the confiden-
tiality of a message M, because the scheme cannot with-
stand the known plaintext-ciphertext attack [10]. The
scheme had no the function of the convertibility. Al-
though Wu and Hsu’s scheme provided the convertibil-
ity, it needed addition information u sent by the original
signer. And the other weakness of Wu and Hsu’s scheme
was that if the signer did not cooperate with the receiver,
the trusted third party cannot judge who was legal. Tzeng
et al. proposed an authenticated encryption scheme based
on ECDLP [22], and the scheme has no the convertibil-
ity requirements of an authenticated encryption scheme.
Hwang et al. [8] proposed an authenticated encryption
scheme with message linkage, and it cannot achieve the
convertibility requirements of AES, too. Tseng et al.’s
with message linkage for message flows [21] has been bro-
ken. It has been pointed out that does not achieve in-
tegrity, authentication and non-repudiation by Chen [3]
and Zhang et al. [26]. Hsu and Wu’s scheme [?] does not
provide the convertibility function.

3.2 Performance Analysis

For the convenience, we use abbreviation to represent ev-
ery proposed scheme. Horster et al.’s scheme is called
“HMP DL” [5], and Wu and Hus’s scheme [25] is called
“WH DL” [25]. In 2004, Tzeng and Hwang [22] proposed
an authenticated encryption scheme with message link-
age based on elliptic curve cryptosystem, “TH ECC” for
short. In the extended applications, Hwang et al.’s scheme
[8] is called “HCY ML”. In 2003, Tseng et al. proposed a
scheme [21] that is authenticated encryption scheme with
message linkage called “TSE MF” by us, and they also
proposed another scheme according to the requirements
of the type of the message flow, “TSE MF” for short.
Finally, the Hsu and Wu [6] proposed a (t, n) thresh-
old authenticated encryption scheme, “HW T” for short.
The “ML” denotes message linkage and the “MF” denotes
message flows.

In efficiency property, we will focus on the performance
of our scheme and to analyze the efficiency. For con-
venience, we first define some notations to denote the
performance time: Tmul is the time for multiplication;
Th is the time for executing hash function; Texp is the
time for exponentiation with modulo P; and Tinv is the
time for inversion modulo P. We only consider those
Th, Texp, Tmul, T inv computational heavily cost. In or-
der to differentiate the computational complexity between
the elliptic curve cryptosystem and the general discrete
logarithm cryptosystem, we define the other notations to
evaluate the performance of the authenticated encryption
scheme based on ECDLP. Tec mul is the the time for mul-
tiplying a number by a point on the elliptic curve; Tec add

is the time for the adding one point to another on the
elliptic curve.

For the communication cost of the various schemes, we
define some notation to denote the total size of the trans-
mitted message. |p| denotes the bit length of a prime
number p, and |q| denotes the bit length of a prime num-
ber q. |h| denotes a bit length of a hashing value. If
the message is large, it must be divided into n message
blocks. dn/ce denotes that a set of signature blocks is
(ri, si, ri1, · · · , ric) for each segment i, i = 1, · · · , dn/ce. t
denotes that t verifiers of a group of m verifiers such like
that is defined in Hsu and Wu [6].

We could dispute the computational cost over two
phases, signature generation phase, and message recov-
ery phase. The signature generation phase of HMP DL
requires Texp+Tinv+2Tmul+Th and the message recovery
phase needs 2Texp+Th +3Tmul. The signature generation
phase of WH DL requires 3Th +Tinv +2Tmul +2Texp and
the message recovery phase needs 3Th + Tinv + 3Texp. In
the Tzeng and Hwang’s AES based on ECDLP, the sig-
nature scheme with message recovery, the signature gen-
eration phase needs Tec mul +Tmul +Th, and the message
recovery phase, it costs 2Tec mul+Tec add+Th. In their au-
thenticated encryption scheme, the signature generation
phase costs 2Tec mul+Tec add+Tmul+Th, and the message
recovery phase, the verifier spends 4Tec mul+2Tec add+Th
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Table 1: Requirement estimation

HMP DL WH DL TH ECC HCY ML TSE ML HW T
Confidentiality No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Authentication Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Non-repudiation Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Convertibility No Yes No No No No
Message Recovery Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

to recover the message. In the authenticated encryption
scheme with message linkages, assume that the message is
divided into n message blocks. In the signature generation
phase, it should spend 2Tec mul+Tec add+Tmul+(n+1)Th,
and in the message recovery phase, the verifier must spend
4Tec mul + 2Tec add + (n + 1)Th.

In Tseng et al.’s scheme, they proposed two scheme,
basic scheme that only be used in message linkage and
generalized scheme that can be used in message link-
age and in message flows. In their basic scheme, the
computation cost of the signature generation phase is
(n + 1)(Th + Tmul) + Texp and the message recovery
phase requires (n + 1)(Th + Tmul) + 3Texp + nTinv. In
the generalized scheme, the computational complexity
for the signature generation and message recovery are
dn/ce(Texp +(t+1)(Th +Tmul)) and dn/ce(n+1)(3Texp +
tTinv + (t + 1)(Th + Tmul)). In the Hsu and Wu’s scheme
[6], the signer generates a signature that the computa-
tional cost is 3Texp + Tmul, and the verifier recovers the
message that will needs 3Texp +(2t+1)Tmul +(t−1)Tinv.

4 Future Works

In the future, some research topics can be indicated. In
the past, there are many papers about authenticated en-
cryption scheme [1, 5, 10, 13, 25] based on various dif-
ficulties such as discrete logarithm, factoring, or elliptic
curve, etc. Several savants also armed at the linkages of a
huge message or the message linkages for message flows to
design a suitable algorithm with the concept of authenti-
cated encryption scheme [3, 8, 11, 21, 26]. According to
the group of verifiers, many papers have been proposed
to suit the requirements of a authenticated encryption
scheme with (t, n) shared verification such as [6, 7, 12, 23].
Actually, there are some subjects should be down in the
future. The future works can be described as the below
items.

1) In practical implement, when signer cannot sign mes-
sage, the proxy behavior will happen. To consider the
aspect of proxy signature, we will proposed a algo-
rithm with the concept of AES.

2) In a mobile environment, short response time and
efficient computation are very important. When a
user requests a service to a provider with payment
way, he will considerably care about the transmitted

time and cost. Since it costs quite much of the com-
putation of authentication encryption schemes more
efforts should be made to improve the efficiency.

3) Actually, the other cryptosystem is developing gradu-
ally recently, Elliptic curve cryptosystem. It can pro-
vide more efficient performance, and keeps the same
security as the traditional public cryptosystems. We
maybe also combine the two difficulties which are fac-
toring and elliptic curve to provide more efficient and
more security protocol in the future.

4) For the 3G/GSM, it needs more efficient trans-
mission. Therefore, the authenticated encryp-
tion scheme can be applied in the environments.
3G/GSM has the key agreement protocol, and it can
also be applied in them. Those protocols can be
designed, and compare the designed protocol using
authenticated encryption scheme with the 3G/GSM
general protocols.

5 Conclusions

In this article, we have introduced related works in Section
2. In Section 3, we have discussed that if each proposed
scheme has achieved the requirements of an authenticated
encryption scheme, or not. Then, we have also analyzed
the performance of each schemes which are introduced in
Section 2. Nyberg and Rueppel’s method could be apply
to small message transmission such as ID-based system or
key agreement system. The signature scheme with mes-
sage recovery can be applied to a electronic written ac-
knowledgement for a debt which the size of the message
content is smaller.

Although the authenticated encryption scheme re-
searches provide more efficient for the communication,
they exit an potential problem which the security may
be lower than the general signature and then encryp-
tion schemes. If the participators communicate with each
other, they must pre-share a message format mutually
that will reduce the security of secure message. The mes-
sage format is public, and the parts of the secure message
are known by everyone. If the length of a secure message
is 1024 bits and it includes the pre-shared format 10 bits,
it can be detected obviously that the secure bits is only
1014 bits. That may not cause serious security problem,
but it is a fact that those scheme will reduce the security.
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Table 2: Performance analysis

ML MF Comm. Signature Message
cost generation recovery

HMP DL No No |p| + |q| Texp + Tinv 2Texp + Th

+2Tmul + Th +3Tmul

WH DL No No |p| + 2|q| 3Th + Tinv 3Th + Tinv

+2Tmul + 2Texp +3Texp

TH ECC Yes No (n + 1)|p| + |h| 2Tec mul + Tec add 4Tec mul + 2Tec add

+Tmul + (n + 1)Th +(n + 1)Th

HCY ML Yes Yes n|p| + n|q| n(Th + Tinv) n(Th + 3Tmul)
+n(Texp + Tmul) +(2n + 1)Texp

TSE ML Yes No n|p| + |q| + |h| (n + 1)(Th + Tmul) (n + 1)(Th + Tmul)
+Texp +3Texp + nTinv

TSE MF Yes Yes dn/ce(t|p|+ |q|) dn/ce(Texp dn/ce(n + 1)(3Texp + tTinv

+dn/ce(|h|) +(t + 1)(Th + Tmul)) +(t + 1)(Th + Tmul))
HW T No No (t + 2)|p| 3Texp + Tmul 3Texp + (2t + 1)Tmul

+2|q| +(t − 1)Tinv
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